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612a Wednesday, March 9, 2011We propose an alternative modeling framework that drastically reduces the
number of parameters by integrating discrete subcellular processes into a frame-
work of weakly coupled functional modules. Module interaction is governed by
few rules. In the case of cell spreading, we model the stochastic formation of
FXs by discrete modules representing lamellipodial and filopodial activity,
and consider the spatiotemporal interactions of these modules. These interac-
tions are regulated by the top-level cellular objective. More specifically, matu-
ration of nascent FXs and accompanying stress-fibers recruitment is driven by
actin bundle bridging of overly-large distances between consecutive adhesions
and the eventual spatial incorporation of stable filopodia by the lamellipodia.
Based on this framework, an iterative and non-deterministic numerical algo-
rithm was developed that enabled prediction of spread cell morphology (focal
adhesion and stress-fiber layout), in a time dependent manner. Numerical out-
comes were compared to a wide range of experimental evidence. For all tested
substrates, the model provided robust replication of the experimental analog.
We interpret this fact to imply that the selected functional modules and govern-
ing top-levels rules for their interactionwere adequate to describe cell spreading.
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Developing a Fast Polarizable Force Field for Biophysical Simulations
George Kaminski.
Computer simulations have becomeveryhelpful in biophysical studies. It has been
demonstrated by our and other groups that explicit treatment of the electrostatic
polarization is crucial for obtaining biochemically accurate computational data
in a variety of cases. For example, we have managed to calculate pKa values for
protein residues within 0.6 - 0.7 pH units of the available experimental data. We
have also shown that some experimentally known protein-ligand complexes
have to be modeled with explicit polarization in order to reproduce the very exis-
tence of the complexes. Our results also allow to conclude that simulation of com-
plexes with the Cuþ ion can have a ca. three-fold error in the magnitudes of the
binding energies if the polarization is not included.We are nowdeveloping a com-
plete polarizable force field for proteins using the second-order approximation for-
malism which permits to increase the computational speed by ca. an order of
magnitude. Results of this ongoing development will be presented, and a number
of relevant issues (including the relative importance of quantum mechanical and
experimental data in fitting of torsional parameters) will be discussed.
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Compartmental Analysis of Intravaginal HIV Transport and Neutraliza-
tion by Microbicides
David F. Katz, Jason A. Chen.
Microbicides are topically acting molecules intended to inhibit HIV-transmission
by acting within luminal fluids and/or vaginalmucosa. Gels are a promisingmicro-
bicide delivery modality, with clinical evidence that they can reduce the rate of
sexually-transmittedHIV in women (Karim et al, 2010).We created a model of in-
teracting vaginal co-transport of HIV virions and gel-introduced microbicides in
four compartments: semen, gel, vaginal fluid,mucosa. Imaging studies of gel distri-
bution have shown that mucosal surfaces has incomplete gel coating; there can be
substantial surface area directly exposed to semen. HIV and microbicide transport
occur by diffusion and convection, the latter modeled using Taylor dispersion the-
ory. Here, the activemicrobicide is anHIV entry inhibitor thatmust collide with vi-
rions in sufficient numbers before they arrive at the mucosal surface to prevent
transmission. Key model output is the time-dependent number of non-neutralized
virions arriving at the tissue surface.Key inputs are: fractionof surfacewith coating;
coating thickness distribution; viral load in semen;microbicide concentration ingel;
parameters of HIV neutralizationmechanism; HIV andmicrobicide diffusion coef-
ficients in gel, semen and vaginal fluid; and time interval between gel application
and semen deposition. Results show that infectiousHIV transport to tissue is largely
over uncoated regions, sinceHIVdiffusion ingel is significantly restricted (Lai et al,
2010). If fractional coated area>90%,most reasonable combinations of systempa-
rameters cause substantialHIV neutralization, with small numbers (~ 1000) of still-
infectious virions reaching tissue. Lower fractional coated areas and increased HIV
diffusion coefficients result in increased flux of infectious virions to tissue in amul-
tivariate manner delineated by the model. This modeling helps improve our under-
standing of how HIV transmission can be reduced by rationally designed
microbicides. [Support: NIH AI077289 and Duke CFAR].
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Deriving Effective Force and Moment due to Pairwise Interactions in
Coarse Grain Simulations
Mohammad Poursina, Kurt S. Anderson, Jeremy Laflin.
We extend the approach used to approximate the long range gravitational force
and the associated moments in spacecraft dynamics to calculate the pairwise
forces in coarse grain simulations. First, we provide a relatively accurate ap-
proximation of the resultant force applied from an atom P to a rigidified supera-
tom. Since this resultant force does not generally act through the center of massof the superatom, it creates a moment about the center of mass of the body. This
potentially valuable moment is completely neglected in bead model represen-
tations. We also calculate this moment which is very useful when the equations
of motion are formed in articulated multibody-based framework. In this pro-
cess, assuming each superatom as a discontinuous rigid body, we introduce
the concept of the pseudointertia dyadic Ia. If the governing force field is the
gravitational force, this pseudoinertia tensor represents the inertia matrix of
the rigid body or system of particles. We show that the resultant force and mo-
ment applied to the superatom only depend on the location of the center of mass
of the superatom with respect to the atom P, and the pseudointertia tensor of the
body. This tensor is calculated for each rigid domain of the system before start-
ing the simulation; therefore, there is no cost associated with this tensor during
the course of the simulation. Then, based on the results obtained in the previous
step, we calculate the resultant force and moments between two rigid pseudoa-
toms due to the pairwise interactions among the individual atoms belonging to
one superatom and the other one. We show that the resultant force and moments
are functions of the relative location of the centers of mass of the bodies, and
the pseudoinertia dyadic of the individual pseudoatoms.
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Relationship of the 20-Hydroxyl Orientation in RNA toWatson-Crick Base
Pair Opening
Elizabeth Denning, U. Deva Priyakumar, Alexander D. MacKerell Jr.
RNA molecules are one of the more versatile macromolecules within a cell as
they have a variety of structures and functions. Thus, it is important when study-
ing RNA using empirical force fields, to consider the models and methodologies
used to studyRNA, including the quality of force field parameters. CHARMM27
force field parameters exhibits Watson-Crick (WC) basepair opening in RNA
molecules. Here, we present a series of new RNA force field parameters that im-
prove the behavior of RNAmolecules. The updates result in changes in the dis-
tribution of the 2’-hydroxyl torsion leading to a reduction the frequency and
extent ofWC base-opening events. As a result of the shift in the 20-hydroxyl dis-
tribution, we observe results that are in improved agreement with experimental
andRNA survey data. The optimal force field parameter was applied to study the
behavior and folding mechanisms of different types of RNA molecules.
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Development of the Charmm Polarizable Force Field for Polypeptides
Based on Drude Oscillators
Pedro E.M. Lopes, Xiao Zhu, Albert Lau, Benoit Roux,
Alexander D. MacKerell Jr.*.
Ongoing developments of polarizableCHARMMforce field for proteins, basedon
the classical Drude oscillator, are presented. Inclusion of polarizability has the po-
tential to describe physical properties of complex systems in a way not possible
with current additive force fields. However, polarizable force fields are extremely
sensitive to the environment and extreme care has to to be used in their develop-
ment. For example, small changes of the electrostatic parameters result in large
variations of the calculated properties relative to the reference QM values. In
this work we describe the steps in optimization of the force field. The bonded pa-
rameters were developed based on the reproduction of QM and crystal structures
and vibrational spectra of small models (ex. NMA, alanine dipeptide and proline
dipeptide). Determination of the crucial electrostatic parameters was based on re-
production of QM electrostatic properties, dipole and quadrupole moments, of
small (NMAand alanine dipeptide) and largermodels (alanine 5-mer polypeptide)
in different conformations. Determination of the electrostactic parameters pose
a considerable challenge since ultimately, they have to be able to describe the elec-
trostatic properties of small and extended compounds (ex. polypeptides) alike.
VdW parameters were developed following the customary reproduction of con-
densed phase results (heats of vaporization and free energies of hydration). Finally,
adjustments needed to fine tune the agreement between calculated and target prop-
erties of larger polypeptides are described.
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No New Islet Formation after Neonatal Islet Fission
Junghyo Jo, German Kilimnik, Abraham Kim, Manami Hara, Vipul Periwal.
Glucose homeostasis is regulated by the islets of Langerhans, a cluster of micro-
organs embedded in the exocrine pancreas. These pancreatic islets range in size
from a few to several thousand endocrine cells independent of species over a range
of body sizes, suggesting an optimal functional size. Humans have more but not
larger islets than mice. To examine the developmental processes that produce
this size rangeof islets,weusedanovelmethod that imagesall the islets in an intact
pancreas of the transgenic mice expressing a fluorescent protein specifically in
beta cells. Based on changes of the islet size distribution from postnatal day 1 to
week 20, we analyzed islet developmental processes such as birth, growth and fis-
sionwithmathematicalmodeling. No new isletswere formed after postnatalweek
3. At early postnatal days, islet growth was size-dependent with more active cell
